Want to learn some new magic? Want to buy some new magic? Victor Cohn, a long time member and good friend to Ring
96 has left his magic collection for us to sell. The money brought in from these sales will be split in half between Ring 96
and a kids Summer Camp that Victor liked to support. The share that Ring 96 keeps will help offset our monetary reserve
which is dwindling since we are not taking in the cash flow from the raffle that we usually do. So, anything you purchase
here will help support your club.
To make a purchase, e-mail Ring Secretary Cliff Gerstman at cliffg37@verizon.net The “winner” of the item will be either
the first one to make the request or, if you really love Ring 96, the highest bidder.
Most if not all of these items, and those to be posted in the future, are too big, or too heavy or too expensive to mail, so we
will have to meet either at my house in Long Beach, or at an agreed upon location. I will be wearing a mask, please do the
same.
Payment options: Prefer checks made out to “Ring 96.” If that does not work for you, we can talk.

Magician displays a very long straight rope and ties both
the ends to make a big loop.
With a magical gesture, he pulls each end of the rope… 4
knots magically appear in between the two ends.
Once again, he makes a magical gesture and unties 4
knots…. WOW.
The very long straight rope now
transforms into 5 separate looped
ropes that are not even connected to
each other.
The ropes are examinable. DVD included.

This is Daryl's unique and humorous
handling for a beautiful effect. Three
different colored pieces of rope are
shown and openly tied together.
Amazingly, the knots melt
away, transforming the
pieces into one long threecolored Rainbow Rope! You
finish clean and everything
can be thoroughly examined!

You are seen holding 2 short pieces of rope.
Suddenly in a flash the 2 pieces of rope are
magically seen tied together with a knot.
You say, "It would be a better trick
if that knot wasn't there!"
After saying this the knot pops off
the rope and you end up with ONE
SOLID PIECE OF ROPE THAT CAN
BE HANDED OUT FOR
EXAMINATION.

This incredible routine begins when a
white knot jumps from a white rope onto
a red rope. You further amaze your audience by sliding that knot completely off
then visibly tossing it back onto the red
rope. For a mind-boggling finish, the knot
dissolves right in front of
their eyes and becomes a
permanently blended white
section of the red rope!

Here's a fun off-beat rope effect: The
magician causes a loop in a rope to turn into
a square which he then slides off the rope.
The magician does this a second time but
this time he links the two squares together.

A rope is coiled around the hand to
show it is normal. Then, stretching the
rope between the hands, the magi
causes the rope to stand rigid like a
stick. Magi merely blows on the rope
and it instantly falls limp. No sleight of
hand. The rope does all the work for
you.

Pseudo Psychometry, a classic mental trick.
An Extremely clever CardsAcross routine!
Great for Close-Up as well as for
Stage.
The method is so ingenious; you
won't believe it!
As always at Card-Shark: simply
amazing, amazingly simple!
Note: two are available!

Just imagine the classic
Chinese Linking rings, but
with ropes!!! Tie three pieces
of rope at their ends, and
each one of them magically
turns into a ring. Now they
magically interlock with each
other, again and again. Looks
amazing!

Five identical high quality drawstring bags are
distributed to five volunteers.
Each places a personal item
into the bag. The bags mixed
in order and are
returned to the
magician who
opens them one
at a time and
returns each
item to the rightful owner.

cards and instructions to
do the classic surprise
reveal.
2 Close up sized decks
are available

You show two packets of larger size cards (5.75" x 3.5")
with a different Emoji on them.
Each packet contains one of each of the same Emojis:
Winking Face, Poo, Money Bag, Heart & Thumbs Up!
A member from the audience takes either set of cards
and you take the other set. You place one of your cards
face down on the table as your prediction. Then the
spectator places one of their cards face down on the
table. Turn them over and they match! This effect has
multiple possible outcomes. All of them are simple but
each is different. This effect can be repeated several
times and each performance will appear genuine. Each
presentation has a possible different outcome. You can
match up to all
five cards depending on how the

Magic and mindreading in one great effect!
Show 5 picture cards to your spectator - ask
them to remember one of them in their mind.
Remove
one card
from the
group of
cards.
Show the
remaining cards, and
the thought-of card is
gone! Show the card
that was removed
earlier - it is now
totally blank! Their
thought-of card has

Knockout version of an Australian Monte
Game! The performer displays three Aces of
Diamonds and an Ace of Clubs, asking the
spectator to follow the black Ace. One red
Ace is laid aside face down and the black Ace
is put between the other two red Aces. The
spectator fails to follow the black Ace
because when the three cards are shown,
they're ALL RED ACES and the black Ace is on
the table! The entire routine is repeated-but
again the spectator is wrong! The third time
the spectator guesses the
black Ace is on the table, but
it's really a red one . . . and
the other three cards are now
ALL BLACK ACES!

Wow 2.0 is THE most visible and amazing card change
ever. It happens slowly and right before your eyes.
Wow 2.0 is hailed by magicians around the world as
one of the most amazing card effects they have ever
seen. This looks like trick photography but happens
right before their eyes.
A card is selected, signed, and lost in the deck. A
random card is removed and fails to be the chosen
card. This random card is inserted in a plastic sleeve to
isolate it and avoid any chance of "tricky sleight of
hand." The card SLOWLY and VISIBLY changes to the
signed selection.
You will be blown
away by how
amazing this looks.
After seeing this
trick, Lance Burton
simply said,
"WOW!" He was at a
loss for words, thus
the name.

This version of the classic magic trick was created
by the legendary Suds from an idea he got from
Mel Bennett.
Adding a bit of
“Suds” creativity to
an already classic
piece is a match
made in heaven and
your audiences will
love when you
perform this!

This is Suds version of
the classic coin
matrix. Comes with a
mat, coins and cards.
All gimmicks included
to have you
performing the
exciting routine in no
time.

Trevor Lewis offers
us his famous 5 Red
Card trick in highly
visible Parlour
Cards. The black
queen keeps
reappearing and
comedy builds each
time he puts it
away. A classic
routine (with a
bonus lesson on
the second deal)

Invented by the great magician Burling Hull in
the early 20th Century, the Mene Tekel Deck
has not often been seen in the last several
decades.
Now, this devilishly clever deck is back! An
entire new generation is creating new effects
with this old workhorse of a gaff. As easy to use
as a Svengali Deck, but
with a diverse catalog of
applications!

The Alpha Deck is a SELF-WORKING, 3-phase miracle...with an
ending which will blow your audience away.
Here is the effect: The deck is divided in two. The performer
touches any card in his half. The spectator touches any card in
their half. When the cards are turned over, they are a PERFECT
match - 2 RED ACES! Even though everyone is now watching
like a hawk, you repeat eactly the same actions again..
Miraculously, THE CARDS MATCH AGAIN! This time it's the 2
BLACK ACES!
Then, you explain that they couldn't have chosen any other
card because there are none! When you spread the rest
of the deck, EVERY single cad is seen to be blank Every
blank card can be fully examined and there is nothing
for your spectator to find!

This is a classic piece of gag magic. Force a card, and
then pull the chosen card from the pack to reveal all 52
cards on one. Later you will repat the trick but really find
their chosen card. These are large parlor sized cards.

